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PROJECnVE MODULES

FOR FINITE CHEVALLEY GROUPS

BY

JOHN W. BALLARD1

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to obtain character formulas for

certain indecomposable projective modules for a finite Chevalley group. It is

shown that these modules are also modules for the corresponding semi-

simple algebraic group.

Introduction. Let G (q) be a finite universal Chevalley group constructed

over a field with q = p" elements. Srinivasan [13, Remark 3] has conjectured

that certain generalized characters of G (q) are principal indecomposable

characters (tor p) of G(q). The objective of this paper is to provide, under

certain conditions, an affirmative answer to this conjecture.

The contents of the paper are as follows. In §2 we obtain a Z-basis for the

ring spanned by the Brauer characters of the principal indecomposable

modules (PIM's). This basis consists of generalized characters which are

products of functions considered by Wong [18] and the Steinberg character.

The PIM's of G{q) are indexed by a certain set of weights and in §3 we

consider Harish-Chandra's definition for the length of a weight. This is

applied in §4 to show that if the length is small, with respect to q, then the

corresponding element of the above Z-basis is the Brauer character of a

G (<5f)-module. This is accomplished by applying Weyl's character formula in

characteristic 0 and then transferring to the field of characteristic/».

§5 is devoted to obtaining a lower bound for the dimension of each PIM in

terms of the weight which characterizes the module. In §6 we show that each

G(<7)-PIM is a summand of an indecomposable G-module, where G is the

corresponding simply connected semisimple algebraic group. By applying a

result of Humphreys [7], we then find an upper bound for the dimension of

each PIM.

While the dimensional bounds of §§5 and 6 are not always precise,

conditions are found in §7 which insure equality. In Theorem 7.4 we apply

these results to obtain character formulas for those PIM's which correspond

to weights whose length is small with respect top. We also show that they are

modules for the algebraic group G. With certain restrictions, the Brauer
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characters of these PIM's are the generalized characters of Srinivasan's

conjecture.

1. Preliminaries. In this section we introduce the notation to be used

throughout the paper.

1.1. Lie algebras. Our basic reference for results concerning Lie algebras

will be [11].

Let g be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over the field of complex

numbers, b a Cartan subalgebra, and A the set of roots determined by b. Let

W be the Weyl group and let II = {a,, . . . , a„} be a set of simple roots for

A. If b* is the rational vector space spanned by A, then II is a basis for b^. We

order bj by the lexicographical ordering determined by II. That is, "Zm^ is

positive if the first nonzero coefficient is positive.

The fundamental weights A,,. .., \ are the elements of bjj determined by

2(\-, aß/ictj, 00 = Sy, where the inner product is the one given by the Killing

form of g. Let X be the set of all integer linear combinations of the \. Since X

is contained in b£ it inherits the lexicographical ordering. The notation > is

used to denote the resulting total ordering on X.

Denote by X + the set of all nonnegative integer linear combinations of the

\. If X G X+, then X is positive in the ordering of X and there are but a finite

number of elements of X+ which are less than X. So we may carry out

induction on the elements of X +.

If V is a finite dimensional g-module, V = 2 Vx denotes the weight space

decomposition of V with respect to b. For ¡i G X+ the irreducible module

with ¡i as highest weight will be designated by F(/x) and A(ju) will denote the

set of weights for this module.

1.2. Chevalley groups. We shall use [15] as our reference for the construction

and properties of Chevalley groups.

Let p be a prime, GF(p) the finite field with /»-elements, and K the

algebraic closure of GF(p). Let G be the universal Chevalley group construc-

ted from g over K. As an algebraic group, G is a simply connected and

semisimple group which is defined over GF(p). Let B denote the standard

Borel subgroup and U the unipotent subgroup of B. If T is the standard

maximal torus of G, then each element of T is of the form h(x), where x is a

homomorphism of X into the multiplicative group of K.

Any semisimple element of G is conjugate to an element of T and any

element of T is of finite order prime to p. So the two terms, semisimple and

/»-regular, are the same for elements of G. In particular, if y is a finite

dimensional module for G over the field K, then we may define the Brauer

character of Y in the usual fashion.

Let {Xa, a G A; H¡, 1 < / < n) be a fixed Chevalley basis for g and Uz

the corresponding Z-form for the universal enveloping algebra of g [15, §2]. If
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F is a g-module and M an admissible lattice (with respect to Uz), then

V = M ®z K is a rational G-module.

Moreover, if V = 2 Vx is the weight space decomposition of V, then there

is a corresponding direct sum decomposition V = 2 Vx with

h(x)v = x(À)û

for h (x) G T and c E FA. We call F the derived G-module.

1.3. Fi/i/te groups. For notation and results concerning the modular repre-

sentation theory of finite groups we refer to [5].

Let q be a power of the prime p and let G(q) be the finite universal

Chevalley group constructed from g over GF{q). We view G (q) as a subgroup

of G and let T(q), U(q) and Ä(^) denote the corresponding subgroups of

G(q).

Let K[G(q)] be the group algebra of G(q) over K. As a left G(#)-module,

K[G(4)] mav De written as the direct sum of indecomposable modules. These

are the principal indecomposable modules (PIM's) of the group G (q), for the

prime p. The objective of this paper is to study the Brauer characters of these

modules.

In keeping with the notation of algebraic groups, a /»-regular element of

G {q) will be referred to as semisimple. All other notation is standard.

The notation of this section will remain fixed. All modules for G and G (q)

are assumed to be finite dimensional and over the field K. Modules for g are

also assumed to be finite dimensional and over the field of complex numbers

C.

2. Brauer characters of PIM's. The objective of this section is to show that

certain naturally occurring generalized characters form a Z-basis for the ring

spanned by the Brauer characters of the principal indecomposable modules of

G(q), for the prime/». These generalized characters are products of functions

considered by Wong [18] and the Steinberg character.

2.1. Recall that K is the algebraic closure of GF(p). Choose a fixed

embedding of the multiplicative group of K into the multiplicative group of

C. For e a nonzero element of K, let e' denote the corresponding complex

/»'-root of 1. We assume that the Brauer characters of /^-modules are defined

with respect to this embedding.

For each r G X+ we define a complex valued class function sT on the

semisimple classes of G (q) by

V

where g G G(q) is G-conjugate to h(x) G T and the sum is over all v in the

If-orbit of t. We adopt the convention that sT(g) = 0 if g is not semisimple.

Let Xq be the set of all elements /i = 2 m,A, of X + such that 0 < m¡ < q —
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1, for / = 1,. .., n. Wong [18, Corollary 3B] has shown that the q" functions

Sp, fi G Xq, form a basis for the vector space of complex valued functions on

the semisimple classes of G(q). In fact, if t is an arbitrary element of X+,

then

sr = 2 Vm

where the aM are integers and the sum is over p G X with /i < t (see [18]).

2.2. Let ¡x G X+ and let V(n) be the irreducible g-module with highest

weight [i. An admissible lattice for V(fi) may be obtained by setting M =

Uzx, where jc is a weight vector of weight (i in V(n). If F(/i) is the derived

module, with respect to this lattice, then K(ju) has a unique maximal

submodule A^ and so F(n) = V(n)/N is an irreducible G-module. The

various F(n), for (t£l+, form a complete set of rational irreducible

modules for G. The module F(n) is uniquely determined as the rational

irreducible G-module which has a nonzero vector v such that v is fixed by U

and h(x)v = x(v)v for all h(x) G T(see [15, Theorem 39, p. 209]).

The F(n), for ¡i G Xq, remain irreducible when viewed as G(i)-modules

and in fact form a complete set of absolutely irreducible G (ç)-modules in

characteristic p [15, Theorem 43, p. 230]. For /i G Xq, let </>M be the Brauer

character of F(fi) as a G(^)-module. Then by results of Wong [18, Theorem

3E], [19, Theorem 2D],

*„ = *, + 2 bA (2.2.1)

where the bv are integers (possibly negative) and the sum is over v G Xq with

v < p.

Let t/(/i) denote the principal indecomposable G(^r)-module whose unique

top and bottom composition factor is F(ju) (/* G Xq). Let Tjj, be the character

of this module. Our first objective is to obtain an expression for tjm which

mirrors the above expression for 4y To accomplish this we first recall certain

facts about the Steinberg module for G (q).

2.3. Let a G X + be given by

o = (q - 1) S A,
i = i

Then a is the highest element of Xq and F(a), the Steinberg module, is

irreducible both as G and as G (ç)-module. That is, in the previous notation,

V(a) = F(o). The dimension of this module is qN, where AT is the number of

positive roots, and all other absolutely irreducible modules for G(q) in

characteristic/» have lower dimension (see [18, Lemma 3D]).

Since U(q) is a Sylow/»-subgroup of G (q) and |i/(^r)| = qN, a standard

result on modular representations shows that <J>0 is the unique character in its
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/»-block and that </>„ = tj„. In particular, this character vanishes on elements of

G(q) which are not semisimple and is an ordinary irreducible character of

G(q).
To simplify the notation we let <¡>„ = <¡>. Note that by [16, Theorem 15.5],

</>(j) is (up to a sign) the order of a Sylow /»-subgroup of the centralizer of s,

for s a semisimple element of G (q).

2.4. If / and h are complex valued functions on a finite group, let (/, h)

denote the usual inner product of/ and h.

Lemma 2.1. If p G Xq, then (i) (<>, s^) = 0 for ¡i < a, and (ii) (</>, sj = 1 for

H = a.

Proof. First note that if /x = 0 then s = <í>o, the principal Brauer character.

Since $ and <f>0 lie in different/»-blocks, (</>, <¡>0) — 0.

Assume that (</>, s„) = 0 for all v E Xq with v < jn. If ¡i =£ o, then 4> =?*= <i>

and again since ^ <i> lie in different /»-blocks, we have (<f>, <f>0 = 0. Now by

(2.2.1), <i>M = iM + 26„j„ with the sum over v G Xq and v < p. The induction

hypothesis then shows that (</>, j^) = 0.

Now ú n = a, then (<f>, <J>) = (<j>, sa) and since (<|>, <j>) = 1 the lemma is

proved.

Let r denote the opposition involution of W. Since /TI = — II, for each t in

Xq, — rr and a + rr are also elements of Xq. Note that ra = — a.

Lemma 2.2. Let ¡i, t G Xq. Then (i) (jm<í>, ít) = 0 for t < a + rp, and (ii)

(,yf>, JT) = 1 /or t = a + r\i.

Proof. First note that ^(g-1) = s_r¡í{g), for g a semisimple element of

G (<?). Using this we see that

Now if y and p are arbitrary elements of Xq, then by [18, formula 9]

Vp = Sy+P + 2 *,^
V

where the bv are integers and the sum is over v G Xq with v < y + p. So

with the sum over pEJÍ, and v < — 171 + t.

If t < a + rfi, then — r/x + t < a and so the v appearing in the above sum

are all less than a. Lemma 2.1(i) then shows that (s <j>, sr) = 0.

If t = a + r¡x, then — rfi + t = a and so by Lemma 2.1(ii), (s^, sT) = 1,

which completes the proof of the lemma.

The shift from ¡i to a + r/x will occur throughout the paper, so we define a

function/: Xq -» Xq by
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/(M) = o + rfi.

The remarks of 2.3 show that V(a) is a projective G(^)-module. So for M

any G(ç)-module, M <8>K V(a) is also a projective module (see [5, p. 426, ex.

2]), hence is the direct sum of certain uniquely determined principal inde-

composable modules.

Lemma 2.3. If p G Xq, then

v*>= Vf (?) + 2 ^t
T

where the aT are integers and the sum is over r G Xq for which t > /( p).

Proof. The preceding remarks show that F(j) ® V(o) may be decompo-

sed as the direct sum of PIM's. Since </>T</> is the Brauer character of this

module it may be written as a positive integer linear combination of the t/„,

for v G Xq. (2.2.1) shows that jm may be expressed as an integer linear

combination of the various </>T and so

tyf»  " 2   «tT/t
T

where the sum is over t G Xq and the aT are (possibly negative) integers.

The orthogonality relations for modular characters show that a7 =

(s^, <j>T). From (2.2.1) and Lemma 2.2

(*„$,*,) = 0    forr</(/x),

= 1     for t = /( fi),

which completes the proof of the lemma.

The next lemma yields stronger conditions on the t which appear in the

above expression for s^.

Lemma 2.4. If ¡i G Xq, then

s/t> = V/(ii) + 2 <*fWVfW

where the a^ are integers and the sum is over v E Xq with v < /x and

/(")>/(/»)•

Proof. For each t G Xq we may choose v G Xq with f{v) = t and so by

Lemma 2.3

■»„* = tyrt + 2   Ofiwflfiw) (2A1)
V

where the sum is over v G Xq withf(v) > /( ii).

Note that /(r) > /( ¡i) imphes rv > rp, so if r = — 1 then r < ix. However,

if r J= — 1 then for arbitrary elements of X , rv > rp does not imply v < p. So
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a further argument is needed to show that the v which appear in (2.4.1) with

a/(") ̂  0 are sucn that " < p.

Since <#> is an integer valued character and ^(g-1) = s_rji(g) we have

(*„*)(*-') = (*-,,*)(*)   foraügeG(9). (2.4.2)

If y is a G (ç)-module, let 7* denote the contragredient module. Then for

X G A^, U(X)* is a PIM which has F(X)* as its top and bottom composition

factors. By [19, Lemma 2B], F(X)* = F(-rX) and so U(X)* = U(-rX). In

particular, ih(g_1) = V-rx(g) f°r au< £ e G(o)- If we note that — rfß) =

/(— rA), then the formulas (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) show

S-ri¡4>= Vf(-rp) + 2   af(v?\s(-n,y
v

The tjx are linearly independent, so this expression is unique. Applying

Lemma 2.3, with p replaced by —rp, shows that if a/w ¥= 0 then/(— rv) >

/(- rp) and hence v < p.

In the next result we apply this lemma to obtain an expression for tj^(/i)

which mirrors that of (2.2.1).

Theorem 2.5. IfpGXq, then

i)/(m) = V^ + 2 ¿A<í>
v

where the c„ are {possibly negative) integers and the sum is over v G Xq with

v<pandf(v)>f(p).

Proof. The proof is by induction on p. If jn = 0, then f(p) = o and

%(•) ■* ♦ ■ s&l>-
Assume that the result is true for all p G Xq with p < p. From Lemma 2.4

*„* = %m) + 2 ajvftfo)
p

where the af(si) are integers and the sum is over p G Xq with /(p) > /( p) and

p < p. Hence

■tyif.) = sv& ~ 2 ö/WJ/W-
p

Now by the induction hypothesis, the s„§ terms which occur in the expression

for tj/(p) are such that v < p and /(p) > /(p). So r < jh and f(v) > f(p),

which proves the theorem.

Before applying this theorem we first prove a reformulation of a result of

Wong [18].

Lemma 2.6. Let p G Xq and let 9^ be the Brauer character of the G (q)-

module V(p). Then
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O? " sm + 2  ¿A
V

where the bv are integers and the sum is over v G Xq with v < ¡i and /(*>) >

Proof. By [18, formula 10]

*„ = ^ + 2 ¿A (2-4.3)
V

where the bv are integers and the sum is over v G Xq with j< < /i. So it suffices

to show that if bv i= 0, then/(y) > /( p).

If 9_r¡í is the character of V(-rp), then again by [18]

0_rii = s_rii + S «A (2.4.4)
T

where the sum is now over t < — rp. The g-module which is contragredient

to V{p) is_F( —rii), so by [19, Lemma 1A] there exists a lattice for V( — rp)

such that V( — rp) is isomorphic to V(p)*. Hence 9_rfl(g) = 9fl(g~l). (2.4.3)

then shows

0_r(1 = s_r)¡ + 2 ¿A-^.
V

Comparing this with (2.4.4) we have ¿>„ = a_n, for all v G Jf?. In particular,

b„ =£ 0 implies —rv< - rp and so/(i>) > /(/i).

Corollary 2.7. Le/ p G. Xq. If [/(/(t)), /or t G Xq, occurs as a summand

of either V(p) <8> F(a) or ofF(p) ® F(a), i/ien t < ju andf{r) > f(p).

The principal indecomposable module U(f(p)) occurs exactly once as a

summand of V(p) <8> V(o) and as a summand of F( p) ® V(a).

Proof. By Lemma 2.6 the character of V( p) <8> V(o) is

ty = V + 2 ¿>A<f>
V

where v < p andf(v) > /( p). Now by Lemma 2.4, sy<¡> may be expressed as a

sum of certain t//(t) with r < v and/(r) > /(*»). Since v < p and/(p) > /(ji)

it follows that

0M</> = i?/(M) + 2 <V%(T)
T

where the cT are integers and the sum is over r G Xq with t < p and

/(t) > /( p). Since this is the character of a projective module, the cT are

positive integers.

The principal indecomposable modules which occur jis summands are

determined by the character and so the result for V(p) <8> V(o) follows.

Using (2.2.1) and applying a similar argument yields the result for F(p) ®

Via).
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Remark. We shall obtain a precise decomposition of V(p) ® V(a) in §7,

under the hypothesis that p is 'small' with respect to the prime/».

Let X(G(q)), the ring of generalized characters, be the set of all integer

linear combinations of the ordinary irreducible characters of G (q). Denote by

Y(G(q)) the ring generated by the characters of the principal indecompo-

sable modules of G (q).

Theorem 2.5 shows that the s^, for p G Xq, form a Z-basis for Y(G(q)). It

also shows that every element of Y(G(q)) is divisible by <j>. This may be

stated more precisely as follows.

Corollary 2.8. If F: X(G(q)) -* Y(G(q)) is defined by F(x) = x</>> then F
is an epimorphism of Z-modules.

Proof. If x G X(G(q)), then x«i> is a generalized character that vanishes on

elements of G(q) which are not semisimple. By [3, Theorem 17], x«i> is an

element of Y(G(q)). So F is a Z-linear map of X(G(q)) into Y(G(q)).

From [3, Theorem 15], we see that for each <f>r there exists x G ^{G{q))

such that </>T(g) = x(g) for all semisimple elements g. Using (2.2.1) we may

express s^ in terms of the <>T and so there exists x G X(G(q)) such that

sn(g) = x(g) f°r all semisimple elements g. Then F(x) = sM</> and since the

s^ form a Z-basis for Y(G(q)), Fis an epimorphism.

Remarks. (1) This result has been obtained independently, and in greater

generality, by G. Lusztig [12].

(2) The corollary shows that Y(G(q)) is a principal ideal of the ring

X(G(q)). It would be interesting to know what conditions a finite group H

must satisfy to insure that Y(H) is a principal ideal of X(H), for some prime

P-
The results of [1] show that, with certain restrictions, each s^ may be

constructed as the alternating sum of characters induced from the Cartan

subgroups of G(q). These are the generalized characters of Srinivasan's

conjecture. So an affirmative solution to this conjecture would follow by

obtaining conditions which insure that s^ is a principal indecomposable

character. The remainder of this paper is concerned with finding such

conditions. Note that the concluding remarks of [1] yield examples of weights

p for which s^ is not a principal indecomposable character.

3. A length function. In [6, p. 306], Harish-Chandra has given a definition

for the length of a Lie algebra module. The objective of this section is to

obtain a slight reformulation of this definition and to record several

elementary results for later use.

3.1. Recall that g is a simple Lie algebra, A is a set of roots and IT is a set of

simple roots. For p G X and a G A, let < p, a> = 2( p, a)/(a, a) and note

that this is an integer. If p G X+, let A(ii) be the set of weights of V(p).
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Definition [6, p. 306]. For p G X + , define the length ln(ti) of p by

ln(u) = max \(v, a)|

where the maximum is over all a G A and all v G A( p).

Our first objective is to show that ln( p) = < ju, ß0}, where ß0 is the highest

short root of A.

Lemma 3.1. If p G X +, then ln(/i) = maxa<fi, a) where the maximum is

over a G A.

Proof. Choose v G A(p) and a G A such that ln(ju) = (y, a>. We first

show that there exists a frontier weight v' G A(p) with (v', a) = <j», a).

Recall that v' is a frontier weight if there is no root y such that v' + y and

v' — y are both elements of A( p).

Let S be the set of all ß G A+ for which (/?, a) = 0. Since A(jn) is a finite

set, there are but finitely many elements of A( p) which can be expressed in

the form v + 2/n^/S where the sum is over ß G S and the mß are positive

integers. Choose one with 2m^ maximal and let v' = v + "Zmßß. Then

(v, a> = <>', a).

Let y G A. If <y, a> = 0, then either y or — y is an element of S. So the

maximality of 2/n^ shows that not both of v' + y, v' — y he in A(p). Now

suppose that <y, a> ^ 0. Then one of (y' + y, a), <j>' — y, a> is greater than

<p, a) and so not both v' + y and v' — y are elements of A(ju).

So v' is a frontier weight and hence there exists w G W such that v' = wp

(see [11, p. 263, ex. 3]). Since (wp, a} = (p, w~'a> the result follows.

Define a partial order on X by p » t if and only if p — t is the sum of

positive roots. The notation » is not standard. It is used here simply because

> has been used to indicate the total ordering of X given by the

lexicographical ordering.

For a G A, let av = 2a/(a, a). Then by [2, Chapter VI], A" = {av\a G A)

is also an irreducible root system. So A" has a unique element /8q, which is

maximal with respect to the partial order ». Since the highest root of any

root system is always long and v interchanges long and short roots, it follows

that ß0 G A is short.

The root ß0 is referred to as the highest short root of A. Note that if all

roots of A have the same length, then ß0 is simply the highest root of A.

Using Lemma 3.1 we now have the following reformulation for the

definition of ln( p).

Proposition 3.2. IfpGX + , then ln(/t) = < ju, ß0}.

Proof. If y g A then yv < /?¿" and so

ßZ - yc = 2 q<
/=1
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where the c¡ are nonnegative integers. Then

<u, ß0) - (p, y) - (p, ßS) - (p, yv) = 2 c,(p, <) > 0.

So (p, y) < (p, ß0} for ail y G A. Lemma 3.1 then shows that ln(ii) =

If t is an arbitrary element of X, then there exists a unique p G X+ such

that WT = p, for some w G W. We extend the definition of In to all of X by

setting ln(r) = ln(/x). Note that if ju G X+ and v G A(/x), then by definition

ln^) < ln(/x).

3.2. We conclude this section by recording two elementary results for later

use.

Lemma 3.3. Let m be a positive integer and let p G X+ with ln(ju) < m.

Suppose that t G X and ln(r) < m. If p = r (mod ml), then either p — r or

p — t = mXj for some fundamental weight X¡, a, is a short root, and (Xj, /?0> =

1.

Proof. From the hypothesis we have <ju. - t, a¡> = a¡m, where a¡ is an

integer. Since < p, a¡) < m and |<t, a¡}\ < m, it follows that a¡ is either 0 or 1.

So p - t = mX, where X G X+ and (X, a,> G {0, 1} for each a, G IT. Now

< p - t, ß0) < 2m and so <X, ß0) < 2. If X = 2n,A, and ß0 = 26,-a,., then

<a,A>> = 2 "A(«„ «,)/ (&,&>)•

Since /?0 is a short root, the ratio (a„ a,)/( ß0, ß0) is a positive integer.

Moreover, each of the b¡ are nonzero positive integers. So (X, ßoy = 0 implies

that p = t. If <X, /?0> = 1, then X = A^, a, is a short root, and (Xj, ß0) = ô) =

1. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Let Xr denote the Z-lattice spanned by the elements of n. Then Xr is a

subgroup of X and X/Xr is a finite group. The order of this group is referred

to as the index of connection for A. The indices for the various root systems

are given in [2].

Using [2, Planche I-IX] to find the expressions for the fundamental weights

in terms of the simple roots and referring to the table of [8, p. 66] for /?0, we

are led to the following observation.

Observation. Let ß0 = 2¿»,a(.. If Xy is a fundamental weight, a, is a short

root, and A, G Xr, then b}> 1.

This empirical observation is precisely what is needed for the proof of the

following lemma.

Lemma 3.4. Assume that p does not divide the index of connection for A and

let p G X+ with ln(p) < p. If r G A(p) is such that p = r (modpX), then

p= T.
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Proof. First note that since t G A( p) the definition of In shows ln(T) <

ln(/i). So if p =£ t, then by Lemma 3.3, p — t = pX¡ where a, is short and

bj = 1. But t G A( ju) imphes that t < p and so pX¡ G Xr. Since /» is prime to

lA'/A',.!, this imphes X, G Xr and thus contradicts the preceding observation.

So ju. = T.

4. An application. In this section our goal is to show that if p is an element

of X+ with ln(ju) < q - 1, then sM</> is the Brauer character of a certain

G (^)-module.

4.1. Let S G X + be given by

S - ¿ A,
1 = 1

Let m be a positive integer and let ii G X + with ln( ju) < m. We first obtain a

decomposition of V(p) ® K(w5) into the direct sum of irreducible g-mod-

ules. This will be accomplished by means of Weyl's character formula. By

transferring to the field K and letting m = q — 1, we then obtain a G(q)-

module whose Brauer character is s^.

We first recall the statement of Weyl's character formula.

If X G X, then X is a complex valued function on b and so we may define a

function e(A) by

e(X)(H) = exp(X(//))

for H G í). If V is a finite dimensional g-module with V = 2 Vx the weight

space decomposition, then the character $ of F is the function on b given by

* = 2 mxe(\)
\

where mx is the dimension of Vx. The module V is uniquely determined (up

to isomorphism) by the character 4>.

For X G X, let A x denote the function on b given by

^x=2 e(w)e(w(X+8))
w

where the sum is over all w G W and e is the alternating character of W.

Then for p G X+ and 4>M the character of V( p), Weyl's character formula

[11, p. 225] states that

% = AJA». (4.1.1)
Where the denominator vanishes we agree to read this formula as Q^Aq = A^.

Since A0 is nonzero on a dense set, (4.1.1) uniquely determines <Ï>M.

For t G X+, define a function ST by

ST=2e(r)
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where the sum is over all v G Wr. Now for each X G X, the If-orbit of X

contains exactly one element of X +. So for Í» the character of V, we may use

mx = m,„x to combine terms in the previous expression for $ to obtain

* = 2 mTST
T

where the sum is now over all weights t of V which he in X+.

Lemma 4.1. Let t, p G X +. Then

V

where the sum is over v G Wt.

Proof.

STAp = (| «("))( 2 e(w)e(w(p + «)))= 2 «w(|«(' + ">P + *»))•

For a fixed w, wv varies over Wt with v, so we may replace v by wv and

interchange the order of summation to yield

STAp = 22 e(w)e(w(v + p + 5)) = 2 Ap+y
V W V

which is the desired result.

Lemma 4.2. Let m be a positive integer and let t G X + with ln(r) < m. Then

Sr®mS = 2   ̂ mi + ,
V

where the sum is over all v G Wr.

Proof. Note that since ln(i-) <mwe have

<mó\ <*,.> + <>, a,-> > 0

for all a, G n and v G Wr, so mS + v G X + .

By (4.1.1)

*/««+► = A^+^/Aq

and by Lemma 4.1

2j AmS+v = StA^.
V

Dividing by A0 then yields the result.

Lemma 4.2 shows that S^^ is the character of the g-module 2„u(mô +

v), where the sum is a direct sum over the W-orbit of t.

For ju G X+ let A+(p) denote the set of all weights in A(ii) which are also

elements of X + and let m{r, p) be the multiplicity of t as a weight of V(p).

Proposition 4.3. Let m be a positive integer and let p G X+ with ln(p) <
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m. Then

<V*,mÄ=2 /M(T'/i)2 *»»+,
T V

where the sum is over r G A+( p) and v G Wr.

Proof. Since

% = 2 m(r, p)ST
T

with the sum over r G A+( p), we have

*„*»» = 2 m(r, p)Sr$mS.
T

Lemma 4.2 shows that this is equal to

2 m(r, /*)2 <*U+„
T C

where the sum is over r G A+(p) and v G Wr, which establishes the result.

A restatement of Proposition 4.3 in terms of g-modules shows that

V(p) ® V(m8) s2 m{r, /i)2 K(m5 + »<)

where the sum is a direct sum of g-modules.

4.2. Let_F be a g-module and let V = 2 KA be the_weight space decompo-

sition. If V is the derived G-module, then V = 1,VX (see 1.2) so for 9 the

Brauer character of V,

H"(x)) = ^rnxX(X)'

where h(x) G T and mA is the dimension of Vx.

Let ATx be the multiplicative group of K and let x G Hom(X, Kx). Then

x(X,)' is a root of unity. Write x(\)' = exP(/,)> f°r some complex number r,.

Define #x G b by
n

^x= 2 riHi
i=i

where the //, are elements of the Chevalley basis (see 1.2). Now X¡(H0 = Sy,

so

*(\)(A) = exP(M#x)) = «p('/) = x(\)'

and it follows that

e(X)(Hx) = x(X)'

for all X G X. Hence for each x G Hom(X, Kx) there exists HxGi) such

that

<!>(Hx) = 9(h(x))
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where 0 is the character of V as g-module. Note that Hx is not unique.

In 2.1 the function s was defined on the semisimple classes of G(q). The

same definition yields a class function on the semisimple classes of G, which

we also denote by sß. We then have

5/1(i/x) = itl(A(x))   îorpGX+.

These remarks allow us to transfer the previous results into statements

concerning the characters of certain G-modules.

For p G X+, let 0 be the Brauer character of V( p) as a G-module.

Proposition 4.4. Let m be a positive integer and let p G X + with ln( p) <

m. Then

v

where the sum is over all v in the W-orbit of p.

Proof. If g G G is semisimple, then g is conjugate to some h(x) G T and

so it suffices to show that

^(%)) = SL+,(%))
V

for all h (x) G T.

By Lemma 4.2 and the preceding remarks,

^MA(x)) = VM#x) = 2 *-*+,(#x) = 2 4rf+,(A(x))
V V

and the result follows.

A statement of this proposition with m = q — 1 shows the following.

Corollary 4.5. Let p G X+ with ln(/i) < q - 1. Then s^ is the Brauer

character of the G-module (and hence of the G(q)-module) 2yF(a + v) where

the sum is a direct sum over v G Wp.

5. A dimensional lower bound. The purpose of this section is to obtain a

lower bound for the dimension of a principal indecomposable module of

G{q). This will be accomplished by showing that certain 5(o)-PIM's occur in

the decomposition of U(p)\B(q).

5.1. We first give a brief description of the principal indecomposable

modules of B(q).

Note that U(q) is a normal Sylow /»-subgroup of B(q), T(q) is an abelian

subgroup of order (q - 1)" and B(q) = T(q)U(q).

Let Irr(r(<7)) denote the set of ordinary irreducible characters of T(q).

Since (\T(q)\,p) = 1, Irr(r(^)) may be viewed as the set of Brauer characters

of the irreducible K[T(q)] modules. For f G Irr(r(^)), let f be the character

of the one-dimensional K[T(q)] module whose Brauer character is f and let
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e(f ) be given by

t

where the sum is over t G T(q). Then e(f ) is a primitive idempotent of

K[T(q)] such that K[T(q)]e(Ç) has f as Brauer character. So

K[T(q)]=^K[T(q)]e(n

a direct sum over f G Irr(7\o)). Let f * denote the character of 5(c) induced

from f. Then f * is the Brauer character of the K[B(q)] module K[B(q)]e(Ç)

and

K[B(q)]=^K[B(q)]e(n. (5.1.1)
f

This shows that A"[.S(c)]e(J) is a direct sum of certain principal inde-

composable B(q)-modules. Now the dimension of any B(q)-?IM is divisible

by | U(q)\ = qN, and since the dimension of K[B(q)]e(Ç) is qN, it follows that

(5.1.1) expresses K[B(q)] as the direct sum of PIM's.

For each f G ln(T(q)), define f by

for (E T(q) and u G U(q). Then f is the Brauer character of an irreducible

5(^r)-module and the corresponding principal indecomposable module of

B(q) has f * as Brauer character.

If we define fM, for p G X, by

UA(X)) = X(/Í)'

then fM G Irr(7\tf)). Let Z(p) be the 5(<7)-PIM with Brauer character $*. So

The unique top and bottom composition factors of Z ( p) are one-dimensional

and have £ as Brauer character.

Now A(x) G r(o) if and only if x is a homomorphism of X into GF(q)*

(see 1.3) and so not all of the f are distinct. It follows that f = f„ if and only

if ju = »> (mod (? - OA'). So if Xq_x denotes the set of v G X+ with

(v, a,> < q — 2 for all a, G n, then

Irr(r(Ç))={f>GV,}

and

a direct sum over y G X9_,.

In [16, p. 102], Steinberg has given a basis for the G(G>module V(o).
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Using this basis it follows that for t G T(q), <¡>(t) is equal to the order of the

t/(<7)-centralizer of t. Hence

4>\B(q)-S3   and   {# -.(JJ,)* - Ç.
So a module which has f * as Brauer character may be obtained by tensoring

the one-dimensional K[B(q)] module affording f with F(a)|.8(o).

5.2. Since U(p) is a PIM for G(q), U(p)\B(q) is the direct sum of principal

indecomposable B(q)-moáa\es. We shall show that certain 2?(û)-PIM's occur

as summands of U(p)\B(q) and hence obtain a lower bound for the

dimension of U(p).

Lemma 5.1. If p G Xq, then Z(p)is a direct summand of U(p)\B(q).

Proof. The characterization of F( p) given in 2.2 shows that F( p) contains

a line which, as B(q)-module, has Ç as Brauer character. Since F(p) is a

submodule of U{p), it follows that U(p)\B{q) contains a line affording fM.

Write

U{p)\B{q)=^atZ{v)

a direct sum of PIM's of B(q). Then there exists v such that av i= 0 and Z{y)

contains a line whose Brauer character is £ . Hence f„ = Ç and so Z(v) =

Z ( ju), which proves the lemma.

Now W acts on the finite abelian group T{q) and hence permutes the

characters fT by wÇT(t) = fT(rw). In particular, wÇT = ^.

Lemma 5.2. IfrGX,pGXqandwG W, then

(%\B(q),Í) = (%\B(q),L)-
Proof. Since <j>(t) = W) is the order of the t/(o)-centralizer of í G T{q),

we have |cl(r)| = |cl(^>v)| where cl(i), cl(rw) are the 5(^)-conjugacy classes of t

and tw.

Now any semisimple element of B(q) is conjugate (in B(q)) to a unique

element of T(q), so

fa,l*(«),£) = \B(q)\-l-2 |d(0M<-%(0

= i5(?)i-'2 \¿KnK«-w)Sr(n
t

= \B(q)rZ \d(t)\%(t-l)Sm(t)
t

= {%\B{q\L)
which proves the lemma.

The next proposition is an immediate consequence of the two previous

lemmas.
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Proposition 5.3. If p G Xq, then Z(y) is a direct summand of U(p)\B(q)

for each v G Wp.

Proof. Lemma 5.1 shows that Z(p) occurs as a summand of U(p)\B(q)

with positive multiplicity, say a. The orthogonality relations show that

" = {Vp\B(q),$\).

So if v = wp, for some w G W, then by Lemma 5.2

a = {\\B{q),t).

Hence the multiplicity of Z(y) as a 5(o)-summand of U(p) is also a.

Let WÇp be the W-orbit of Ç as a character of T(q) and note that if

fw =£ fM, then Z{wp) ^ Z{p). Since the dimension of each B(q)-?\M is qN,

we have the following lower bound for the dimension of U( p).

Corollary 5.4. If p G Xq, then ̂ (1) > | W^\qN.

Uwp = p then w^ = f^, but not conversely. So | WÇ^ < \ Wp\ and equahty

need not hold. For example, f„ = 1 and so \WÇa\ = 1, while \Wa\ = \W\. A

more characteristic example may be obtained as follows. Let g be a simple

Lie algebra of type An with n odd. Let p = (q — 1/2)X, where i = (n + l)/2.

Then rp = — p and since p = — p (mod(^ — l)X), we have ^ = £_M and

hence | W^\ < | Wp\.

Our objective is to find conditions on p which will insure that i^ is the

character of a G(#)-PIM, namely U(f(p)). Since the degree of s^ is | Wp\qN,

we seek a condition which will guarantee that the dimension of a PIM is at

least | Wp\qN. The next lemma provides such a condition.

Lemma 5.5. Let p G Xq with ln(/x) < (q - l)/2. If r G A(p) is such that

?t = fM.then r = p.

Proof. Since fT = fM, we have < p - r, a,> = 0 (mod(q - 1)), for all

a, G IT. But ln(T) < ln( p) since r G A(p) and so

|<M - t, a,.>| < \(p, o,.>| + |<t, a,.>| < q - 1,

hence < p — r, a,) = 0 for all a¡ G Tl. Thus, p = r.

This lemma yields the following corollary to Proposition 5.3.

Corollary 5.6. Let p G Xq with ln(ju) < (q - l)/2. Then (i) tjm(1) >

\Wp\qN,and(n)Vñll)(\)> \Wp\qN.

Proof. By Corollary 5.4, tjm(1) > | WÇ^q". So to prove the first inequality

it suffices to show that | WÇ^ = | Wp\. Now wp G A(p) and so by Lemma 5.5,

Lp = £p if and only if wp = ju. Since w^ = $W)l, we have | ̂ | = | Wp\. The

result for rjy((l) follows from the fact that fy((l) = £rfi.

Remark. Examples indicate the conclusion of Corollary 5.6 may be
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obtained under less restrictive conditions on p. For example, if g is of type E7,

Es, F4 or G2, then it suffices to assume that ln(ju) < q — 1.

6. A dimensional upper bound. In this section we obtain an upper bound for

the dimension of a principal indecomposable module of G (q). This is done by

showing that each U(p) occurs as a G(^)-summand of a certain G-module

and obtaining an upper bound for the dimension of this module.

6.1. We first recall Steinberg's tensor product theorem [14], which expresses

each of the irreducible G-modules F(X) in terms of the F(p) for p G Xp.

For / a nonnegative integer, let y be the automorphism of K given by

ty = tp', t G K. Then y induces a surjective endomorphism of G which we

also denote by y. If Y is a rational G-module, then we may define a new

action of G on y by

g-y = gyy     (y £Y,g e G)-

Let Y(p,) denote the rational G-module obtained from Y in this fashion. For

v G y, we let j^^ be the corresponding element of Y^'K

Theorem (Steinberg). Let p G X + and write

r

M = 2 P%

where p¡ G Xp. Then F{p) is isomorphic, as G-module, to

FipJŒFip^®- •• QFip,)^.

This tensor product will be abbreviated as ®i_o-r7(M,)0'J- The next lemma

is simply a restatement of the tensor product theorem.

Lemma 6.1. Suppose that q = pk. Let p G X + and write

r

/* = 2 i%
i-O

where p¡ G Xq. Then F(p) is isomorphic, as a G-module, to ^>ri-0F(p¡)^'\

6.2. Let M be a rational G-module and let r G X. A nonzero vector m G M

such that h(x)m = x(T)m f°r all h(x) G T, is said to be a T-weight vector of

weight r.

Let p, X G X + . If V(p) = 2 Vv and V(X) = 2 VT (see 1.2), then

V(li)®V(X)=?1 VV®VT

expresses V(p) ® V(X) as the direct sum of T-weight spaces with weights

v + t, for v G A( p) and r G A(X).

Now m{p, p) = 1, m(X, X) = 1, and v + r<Kp + X in the above sum. So

the T-weight p + X occurs _with multiplicity one in this tensor product. That

is, there is a unique line in V(p) ® V(X) which affords the T-weight p + X.
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Let p G Xq and write

V(p)® V(a)= g,©- • • ®Qm (6.2.1)

a decomposition as the direct sum of indecomposable G-modules. Let x ( v)

be an element of V(p) (V(o)) of weight p (a). Then x ®y is a T-weight

vector of weight p + a and hence so is its projection on each Q¡. Since this

weight is of multiplicity one, it determines a unique summand, say Qu with

x®y G_ö,. Let Q(p) = Qv
Now V{p) ® V(a) is a projective G(^)-module, so each Q¡ is the direct

sum of PIM's. Our objective is to first show that Q(ß)\G(q) has U(f(p)) as a

direct summand and then to obtain an upper bound for the dimension of

ß(M).
6.3. In the next two lemmas let M = V(p) ® V(a).

Lemma 6.2. Let p G Xq with ln(ju,) < (q - l)/2. Then the B(q)-PIM Z(/x)

occurs exactly once as a direct summand of M\B(q).

Proof. The character of M as a G (^)-module is 2tw(t, ju)ít</> where the

sum is over t G A+(p). So for a the multiplicity of Z{p) as a summand of

M\B(q),

a=^m(r,p)(sT<j>\B(q)A'p).
T

Now sT\T(q) = 2„f„, wim me sum over v G Wr and <i>|5(?) = ?o> so (see

5.1)

sTi>\B(q) = 2 r;-

Hence

a =2 /m(t, fi)2 (£?.&)•
T y

By the orthogonality relations for Brauer characters, (f *, fM) = 1 if f„ = f^

and 0 otherwise. Since y G A(ju), Lemma 5.5 shows that f„ = Ç if and only if

»> = jx. So a = /n(ju., ju) = 1.

Remark. If we do not assume that ln(ju) < (q — l)/2, then Z(jn) is a

summand of M\B{q), but the multiplicity may be greater than 1.

Lemma 6.3. Let p G Xq with ln(ju) < (q - l)/2. Then U(f(p)) is a

summand of Q( p)\ G (q).

Proof. By Corollary 2.7, U(f(p)) is a G(a>summand of M. The

decomposition of (6.2.1) shows that it occurs as a summand of Q¡, for some /'.

So by Lemma 5.1, Z(f(p)) is a summand of Q\B{q).

Now/(ju) = (? — 1)0 + rp, so Z(f(p)) = Z(rp) and hence by Proposition

5.3, Z(p) is a summand of ß,|5(^).
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Note that the line K(x®y) has £Ja = ^ as Brauer character. So

Q(p)\B(q) has a composition series whose bottom factor has fM as Brauer

character. It follows, as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, that Z(/x) is a direct

summand of Q(p)\B(q).

So Z(jti) is a U^-summand of both Q¡ and Q(p). Lemma 6.2 then shows

that Q¡ = Q( p), which completes the proof.

The general case will follow from Lemma 6.3 apphed to the group G(qa),

for a an appropriately large integer. Toward this end we introduce some

notation for this group.

The group G(q") is the universal Chevalley group constructed over the

field GF(q"), so its PIM's are indexed by the elements of Xq*. For p G Xq*,

let U(p) denote the corresponding PIM for G(q"). Then

V((q* -1)«) - Û{{q* -I)*)

is the Steinberg module for G(qa) and we denote its character by <j>a.

If y is a finite dimensional G-module, let br( Y) be the Brauer character of

y.

Proposition 6.4. If p G Xq, then U(f( p)) is a direct summand of

Q(n)\G(q).

Proof. By Corollary 2.7, V(p) ® V{a), and hence Q{\i)\G{q), is a direct

sum of certain U(f(r)) for r G Xq with t < p. So

br(ß(M))|G(<7)=2 a/(T)%r)
T

where the ûy(T) are positive integers and the sum is over r G X with r < p.

By Theorem 2.5, T/y(T) may be expressed in terms of the s„<¡> with v < r. So to

show a/((l) 7^ 0 in the above sum, it suffices to show

br(Q(p))\G(q) = *„<*> + 2 ¿>A«f>
V

where the bv are integers and the sum is over v G Xq with v < p.

Step 1. Choose an integer a such that ln(/x) < (qa — l)/2. If a = 1, then

the result follows from Lemma 6.3 and so we may assume a > 2. Now

(?a-l)ô=°2  q*
f-0

and so by Lemma 6.1

_ a-l   _
K((9a - 1)5) s <g>   F(0)(9'> (6.3.1)

i-O

an isomorphism of G-modules.

If we let
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a-i    _

A = ®   V (a){q,)
i=\

then

V(p) ® V((qa - 1)5) s F(/x) ® V(o) ® ^

and by definition of the ß„
m

V(p)®V(a)®A^^  Q¡®A
;=1

where the isomorphisms are of G-modules.

Now write

Qx ® A = Ny © • • • © Nn

a direct sum of indecomposable G-modules. Note that

z = x ® y ®y('l) ® ■ ■ ■ ® v<9°"')

is an element of ß, ® A and is a r-weight_vector of weight ju + (qa — 1)5.

This weight occurs with multiplicity one in V{p) ® V{(qa — 1)5), so we may

choose the notation so that z G JV,.

Since ln(p) < (qa — l)/2, we may apply Lemma 6.3 to the group G(q") to

see that U((q" — 1)5 + rjti) is a G(qa) summand of A/, and hence is also a

summand of ß, ® A.

Step 2. Applying Corollary 2.7 to V(p)® V((q" - 1)5) and the group

G(q"), shows that it is the direct sum of various U((q" — 1)5 + rX) for

X G Xq« with X < p. Hence we have a similar statement for ß, ® A.

By Theorem 2.5 and Step 1 above, we see that

br(Ql)br(A)\G(qa) = sja + 2 cxsx<l>a
x

where the cx are integers and the sum is over X G Xq<, with X < ju. Now

V(a)^\G(q) « V(a)

and so br(A)\G(q) = </>""'. (6.3.1) shows that <j>a\G(q) = </>". Hence

x

and since <£ does not vanish on semisimple elements of G (q)

br(ß1)|G(9) = ^ + 2 cxsx$

where the sum is over X G Xq. with X < p.

Step 3. As a function on G(q), sx = 2„dA where the dv are integers and

the sum is over v G Xq with v < X (see 2.1). This yields

br(ß,)|G(9) = iM<i> + 2 o„ví>
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where the b„ are integers and the sum is over v G Xq with v < p.

So af(li) =£ 0. Since the PIM's which occur as summands of Qx = Q(p) are

uniquely determined by the Brauer character, it follows that U(f(p)) is a

summand of ß ( ju)| G (q).

A similar result has also been obtained by J. E. Humphreys and D. N.

Verma [10].

6.4. We now turn to the problem of finding an upper bound for the

dimension of ß(ju). This will be accomplished by applying a result of

Humphreys [7, Theorem 5.1], which we now state.

Definition (See [7]). Let p and r be two elements of X+. Say that p and r

are linked, and write ju. — r, if there exists w G W such that p + 5 = w{r +

5)(mod/»X).

(6.4.1). Theorem (Humphreys). Assume that p is greater than the Coxeter

number of W. If M is a rational indecomposable G-module, then the highest

weights of any two composition factors of M are linked.

If w is the product of the reflections corresponding to the elements of IT

(the simple reflections of W), then the Coxeter number of W is the order of

w. The Coxeter numbers for the various root systems may be found in [2].

Let gz be the Z-span of the Chevalley basis for g and let g^ = gz ®z K.

Then the Lie algebra of the algebraic group G is precisely qk [15, p. 64]. So,

by taking differentials, any rational G-module becomes a module for the Lie

algebra g^. We record several elementary remarks which make use of this

passage from G to g ̂ -modules.

(1) If B is a rational G-module, then S(/,) (for i > 1) is a trivial g^-module.

This is immediate since the differential of a/»th power is zero.

(2) Let A, B be rational G-modules and let B' = B(ph> (i > 1). Then, as a

g ̂ -module, A ® B' is isomorphic to the direct sum of dim B copies of A.

If p, (pj) is the representation of G acting on A (B') and dp¡ is the

differential of p,, then

d(Pl ® p2) = dPi ® \B, + \A® dp2.

By (1), dp2 = 0 so d(pi ® p2) = dpx ® \B, and the statement follows.

(3) If p G X+, then F{ p) is completely reducible as a g ̂ -module.

In fact, if p = 2"_o/>'j"ï with/*, G Xp, then

F(p)^è F(^'>
j = 0

and so by (2), F(p) is g^-isomorphic to the direct sum of m = Ilfdim F(p¡)

copies of F( jhq).

(4) Let p, r G X+ and let a = /»' with / > 1. Then any G-composition

factor of -F(jix) ® F(r)(a) has highest weight linked to ju. Let
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F(p) ® F(r)(a) = Ml D M2 D • • • D Mn+1 = 0

be a G-composition series with A/,/Af,+1 « F(v¡). Now each M, is a g^-

module, so as a g ̂ -module F(ju) ® F(rfa) has the same composition factors

as 2"_ \F(y,) where the sum is a direct sum. By (3), F(v¡) is g ̂ -isomorphic to

the direct sum of a certain number of copies of F(vi0), where v¡ = "2jPJt>ij with

On the other hand, (2) and (3) show that F(p) ® F{rfa> is g^-isomorphic

to the direct sum of copies of F( /Xq), where ju. = "ZjPJpJ with pj G Xp.

Now the F(X), for X G Xp, are irreducible and nonisomorphic as g*!-mod-

ules [4], so it follows that Pq — v¡0 (/ = 1, . . ., n) and hence p ~ v¡ for all /*.

(5) Assume that /» is greater than the Coxeter number of W. Let ß be a

rational indecomposable G-module and let r G X+. If a =/»'(' > 1), then

any two G-composition factors of ß ® F(rfa) have highest weights linked.

Let F(vx), .. ., F{y„) be the G-composition factors of Q. Then by (6.4.1),

the v¡ are all linked. Now ß ® F(rfa) has the same G-factors as 2"_ tF(Pt) ®

F(r)(a) a direct sum of G-modules. By (4), the G-factors of F(v,) ® F(rfa)

have highest weights linked to vt. Since linkage is a transitive relation, the

statement follows.

Let A and B be modules for a group H. Write A <H B if the multiplicity of

any irreducible module C as an //-composition factor of A is less than or

equal to the multiplicity of C as an //-composition factor of B. Write A *r+H B

if A and B have exactly the same //-composition factors, counting multipli-

cities.

For ju G X+, let L(ju) denote the set of all r G A+(u) such that p = wr

(mod pX) for some w G W.

Proposition 6.5. Assume that p is greater than the Coxeter number of W. If

p G Xq, then

dimß(M)<(2 m(r, n)\Wr\)q»

where the sum is over r G L( p).

Proof. We present the proof of this proposition in a series of steps.

Write

V(p)®V(a)=Q,®--- ©ßm

a direct sum of indecomposable G-modules, with the numbering chosen so

thatß, = ß(j!x).

Step 1. Choose a positive integer a such that ln(jw) < q" — 1. Then

V(p) ® V((q" - 1)5) ~ 2 m(r, m)2 V\{qa - 1)5 + v)
G T y

where the sum is a direct sum of G-modules and is over r G A+( p), v G Wr.
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Proof. Since the composition factors of any finite dimensional rational

G-module are uniquely determined by the Brauer character, it suffices to

show that the two modules have the same Brauer character. The Brauer

character oi V(p) is given by 2tw(t, p)sr where the sum is over r G A+(ju).

So V(p)® V((qa - 1)5) has

2 m(r, p)sT9a (6.4.2)
T

as Brauer character, where 9a is the character of V((qa — 1)5) as G-module.

If t G A+(p), then ln(i-) < ln(/i). So \n(r)_< qa - 1 and Proposition 4.4

shows that sT9a is the Brauer character of 2, V({qa — 1)5 + v) where the sum

is over v G Wr. So (6.4.2) is also the Brauer character of

2 i»(t,/i)2 V((q°-l)8+v)

and the statement is proved.

Step 2. Let

a-2   _

A = ®   V(a){q'\
i = 0

(In case a = 1, we agree that A = K is the trivial G-module.) Then

V(p)® V((qa- 1)5) = 2  Q,®AW.
<-i

Proof. By (6.3.1)

_ a-\   _

V((qa - 1)5) s (g)   V{ofq,)
i=0

and so the definition of A shows that

V((qa - 1)5)=* V(a)®A^\

The result then follows from the definition of the ß.

Step 3. Any G-composition factor of ß, ® A(i) has highest weight linked to

(q° - 1)5 + jtx.

Proof. We first show that F((qa - 1)5 + p) occurs as a G-factor of

QX®A(9\

Since F((qa - 1)5 + p) is a G-composition factor of V((qa - 1)5 + ju)

(see 2.2), Steps 1 and 2 show that it occurs as a factor of some ß, ® A(i). In

particular, since any rational T-module is the direct sum of T-weight spaces,

Q. ® A(,) must contain a vector of weight (qa — 1)5 + ju.

The remarks of 6.2, with X = (qa - 1)8, show that the T-weight (qa - 1)5

+ ju occurs with multiplicity one in V(p) ® V((q" - 1)5). Since x ®y G

ß„ x ® y ®y(q) ® ■ • ■ ® v(,°_l) is an element of Qx ® Aiq\ This is a
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r-weight vector of weight (qa - 1)5 + p and so it follows that F((qa — 1)5

+ p) occurs as a G-factor of ß, ® A(q).

If t = T'iZlq'i.q - 1)5 then Lemma 6.1 shows that A at F(t). Now ß, is a

rational indecomposable G-module, so by (5) any two factors of ß, ® A(q)

have highest weights linked. Since F((q" — 1)5 + p) is a factor, the result

follows.

Step 4.

ß, ® a^ « 2 «(t, /»)2 ^((ia - 1)* + ")
G       T y

where the sum is a direct sum of G-modules over r G L( p), v G Wr.

Proof. First let X be an arbitrary element of X+. Choose a weight vector v

of weight X in V(X). Then Uzv is an admissible lattice and the derived

module V(X) (with respect to this lattice) is a cyclic G-module generated by v,

the image of v in V(X) [15, p. 212, ex. (c)]. Since the T-weight space for v is

one-dimensional, V(X) is anjndecomposable G-module. So (6.4.1) shows that

all composition factors of V(X) have highest weights linked. But F(X) is a

composition factor (see 2.2), so the highest weights must be linked to X.

Now let F(y) be a G-factor of ß, ® A(q\ By Step 3, y ~ (qa - 1)5 + p.

Steps 1 and 2 show that F(y) is a factor of some V((q" - 1)5 + v). So the

preceding paragraph shows that y ~ {qa — 1)5 + v. Write v = wr, for some

t G A+(ju) and w G W. Since linkage is a transitive relation, it follows that

(qa - 1)5 + p ~ (qa - 1)5 + r. Hence there exists w G If with

(qa - 1)5 + p + 8 = w((qa - 1)5 + r + 5)    (mod/»*).

So p = wr (mod/»*) and hence r G L(p).

This shows that F(y) is a composition factor of

2«(T,f02 k((í« - i)a +1»)
T J>

where the sum is over r G L(p) and v G Wr. The result then follows from

Step 1.

Step 5. We now complete the proof of the proposition.

Let t G A+(ju). Lemma 4.2 (with m = q" — 1) shows that the dimension of

2„K((?" - 1)5 + r), where the sum is over v G Wr, is equal to |Ifr|iaAr. So

by Step 4,

dim(ß, ® A^) < Í2 m{r, p)\Wr\\qaN

where the sum is over r G L(p). Noting that dimA^ = q("~^N then

completes the proof.

Note that if ln(ju) < q — 1, then we may choose a = 1 and so A is the

trivial G-module. Hence we may restate Step 4 of the above proof in the

following form.
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Corollary 6.6. Assume that p is greater than the Coxeter number of W. If

jti G A^ with ln(ju) < q — 1, then

Q(p)<  S m(r,p)2  V(o + p)
G t „

where the sum is a direct sum over r G L( p) and v G Wr.

Remark. Suppose that g is of type A, and /» is an odd prime. Humphreys

[9] has shown that the Q(p), for p G Xp, are the principal indecomposable

modules for the restricted universal enveloping algebra of g^.

7. Conclusion. The purpose of this section is to obtain character formulas

for the PIM's of G (q) which correspond to weights whose length is small with

respect to /». Throughout this section we assume that /> is greater than the

Coxeter number of W.

Lemma 7.1. Let p be an element of Xqfor which

(I) dim U(f(p))> \Wp\qN,and

(2)L(p)={p).

Then U(f(p)) = Q(p)\G(q) and dim t/(/(/*)) = \Wp\qN.

Proof. Since L(p)={p), Proposition 6.5 shows that dim Q(p) <

\Wp\qN. By Proposition 6.4, U{f{p)) is a summand of Q(p)\G(q) and the

result follows from hypothesis (1).

Proposition 7.2. Let p G Xq with ln(ju) < {q - l)/2 and assume that

L{p) = { ju,}. 77ie« U(f(p)) = Q(p)\G(q) and has s^ as its Brauer character.

Moreover,

W(/0) «   2 V(o + v)
G(q)     v

where the sum is a direct sum of G (q)-modules and is over v G Wp.

Proof. Since ln(ju) < (q - l)/2, Corollary 5.6 shows that dim U(f(p)) >

\Wp\qN and so Lemma 7.1 yields U(f(p)) = Q(p)\G(q). Now L(p) = {p}

by hypothesis, so Corollary 6.6 shows that

Ô(M)<<   2   V(o + v)

where the sum is a direct sum over v G Wp. Since both modules have

dimension | Wp\qN, we see that

ß(/x)t> 2  V{o + v).
O        v

Corollary 4.5 shows that the above sum has sfi as Brauer character and so

the result follows by restricting to G (q).

The next lemma yields conditions which will insure that L(p) = { p).
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Lemma 7.3. If p G X+ is such that ln(/x) < /» - l,then L{p) — {ju}.

Proof. Since p is assumed to be greater than the Coxeter number of W,

using the tables of [2] we see that p is also greater than the index of

connection of A. So Lemma 3.4 shows that L(p) = { ju}.

The next result follows immediately from Proposition 7.2 and Lemma 7.3.

This result provides an affirmative solution to Srinivasan's conjecture, under

the hypothesis of ln(ju) < (/» - l)/2. It also shows that the G(<?)-PIM

corresponding to/( p) is a G-module and hence yields a partial verification to

a conjecture of Humphreys and Verma [10].

Theorem 7.4. Let p G Xq with ln(ju) < (/» - l)/2. Then U(f(p)) =

Q(p)\G(q) and has s^ as its Brauer character. Moreover,

t/(/(M)) ~   2 V(a + v)
G(<7)     v

where the sum is over all v in the W-orbit of p.

If g is of type E7, Es, F4 or G2, then the conclusion of Theorem 7.4 holds

with the hypothesis ln(ju) < /» - 1.

We now show that a stronger version of Corollary 2.7 may be obtained

when ju is small with respect to p. This result may be viewed as a partial

Clebsch-Gordon formula for principal indecomposable modules.

Corollary 7.5. Let p G Xq with ln(ju) < (/» - l)/2. Then as G(q)-modules

V(p)®V(a)^ m(r,p)U(f(r))
T

where the sum is a direct sum over r G A+( ju).

Proof. If t G A+(ju), then ln(T) < ln(ju) and so Theorem 7.4 shows that

the Brauer character of U(f(r)) is sT<f>. Hence the Brauer character of the

right side is 2tw(t, ju)ít<í>. Since the left side is the direct sum of G(o)-PIM's

and also has the above expression as Brauer character, the result follows.

Remark. Note that if (/» — l)/2 < /» ^ln(5), then the preceding corollary

also yields a decomposition of Fj^ju) ® V(a). This follows by noting that if

ln(ju) < p - ln(5), then F(ju) = V(p).

To see this it suffices (by 6.4.1) to show that if r G A(ju) is linked to p, then

r = p. Now for any w G W, 8 — w8 is the sum of positive roots, and hence

ju + 5 — w{r + 5) is also the sum of positive roots. So r + 5 G A(ju + 5)

[11, p. 263, ex. 13]. Since ln(/x + 5) < /», Lemma 3.4 shows that if ju ~ r, then

ju + 5 = w(t + 5) for some w G W. Hence ju = r [11, p. 248] and_ the

remark follows. For a similar remark, concerning the irreducibility of V(p),

see [17].
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